What is the risk to my child?
Parents,
our most important job is protect and provide for our
children. Ask yourself:

·
·
·
·

Do I know what the risk is to my child from Covid?
Do I know what the risk is to my child from the
vaccine?
How do these risks compare to other common risks
to my child such as influenza, or cancer?
Is there any rush to vaccinate my child?

If you cannot answer these
basic questions, don’t worry,
you are not alone. Our public
health officials and media
have failed on a massive
scale to provide this
important information.

What is the risk to my child?
Let’s quantify the risk to children

GOOD NEWS:
Without a serious pre-existing
medical condition, the risk of death
to children is effectively ZERO.
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How does covid compare to other risks?
Every child death is tragic, but we need to put the risk in perspective.

Your child is 3 x more
likely to die from Flu or
Pneumonia than Covid
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What’s likely to happen if my child gets
covid?
3 out of 4 children who get the
virus will have no symptoms

The vast majority of children will have little or no
symptoms from covid if they know they have it all. As
with all covid cases in adults and children, most cases
are only discovered through positive PCR test results.

-

-

-
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What about Severe Covid, ‘Long Covid’
and damage to the lungs?
-

-

-

Long Covid can be used as a catch all phrase to describe
headaches, runny nose, chest tightness, insomnia, brain
fog, depression and many other symptoms post covid.
The risk of Long Covid in children is still unclear. More
study is needed to define this risk with current results
ranging widely from 2% to 66% of symptomatic children.
Symptoms typically resolve within 8-12 weeks.
·

·
·

Healthy children have a 0.2% chance of
contracting severe covid
Most long covid symptoms clear up in 8-12 weeks
Studies show typical covid infection does not
cause lung damage to children, however there is
some risk for those with severe covid
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“Safe and Effective” - OK, PROVE IT !!!
Moral arguments of civic duty, the collective good, and
getting back to normal, do not measure risk to your
children. Descriptive words like little, low, rare don’t
quantify risk. Be aware that the language used to
persuade you is subjective and emotional.
The only argument that matters is one based
on total medical benefit to your children.

The truth is, no one knows what the long term effects
are. However, there is already ample evidence the
vaccines are causing numerous unintended serious side
effects.
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VAERS, CAEFISS
The VAERS system and its Canadian counterpart,
CAEFISS, have recorded “higher than normal incidents
of Myocarditis, Pericarditis, Guillain–Barré syndrome
than would otherwise be found in the normal
population.” Studies have shown alarming rates of
death and heart disease correlated with vaccine rollout.
-

-

-

-

-

Multiple recent studies have found incidence
of Myopericarditis at 100 cases per million
doses of the Pfizer mRNA vaccine
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What does the Canadian Gov Say about
vaccines:
?
-

·
·
·
·

Wait….
WHAT?

-

Then what is the justification for having your kids take
this risk?

·
·
·
·

The health of your child should be the only
consideration. However, this is not the justification given
to vaccinate your child. Is placing the safety of elders on
the shoulders of children the right thing to do?
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What’s the vaccine risk to Children?

Children are the least likely to get sick
from Covid, they are also the most likely
to have serious adverse affects such as
myocarditis. There is no such thing as a
mild case of heart inflammation.
Scarring of the heart muscle is forever.
Does this make any sense? Media? Gov?
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Vaccine Facts

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The mRNA treatments are Leaky Vaccines
They will not give you immunity
Vaccine protection wanes in 6 months or less
You can still get Covid
You can still transmit covid
You can still die from covid
You can also die from the vaccine
Herd immunity isn’t possible even at 100% vax
rate
Your doctor, your nurse, the CDC cannot tell you
what’s in it because they don’t know. As of
sept 25, 2021, 20% of the Pfizer vax formula still
remains a secret!!!
Children, especially boys have the highest
recorded incidents of serious side effects
NO ONE knows what the long term effects of
mRNA vaccines will be.
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What do Drs and Scientists Say?
Despite the narrative in the media, Health Professionals,
Scientists, and epidemiologists are not all in agreement.

-

There are credible, relevant voices calling for an end to
these vaccinations in every country of the globe. Media
& governments are censoring their message. WHY?

Over 10,000 Doctors and Scientists have
signed the Rome Declaration
denouncing the covid measures being
forced
on
the
population
of
the world
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Mask Mandates for Children
There’s no scientific reason why children should be
wearing masks in school. The school board knows this.
They are blindly following the direction of the Ministry
of Health, and the Public Health Orders to avoid
“liability”.

The question no one is asking: Liability for what?
there’s no risk to kids, why is this necessary?

If

If you accept that unneeded masks are
OK. Will you accept that unneeded
vaccines are OK too?
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Bonnie Henry & The Infants Act
Children can consent to vaccines without
parental knowledge or permission in BC
The infants act allows a worker administering vaccines
to decide if your child is a “Mature Minor” capable of
giving consent. Children in high schools have already
complained about bullying and shaming tactics applied
by teachers and students. Will your child be peer
pressured into a vaccine without your knowledge?

-

–

“There’s no limit to the age that
somebody can consent for a medical
treatment, including immunization”
-
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What can I do to protect my child?
Canadas laws already protect you &
your children from being coerced into
unwanted medical procedures. The case
law is clear. Whats happening now is
illegal.
1. Pull your child from school on vaccination day
2. Talk to your principal, book an appointment to speak
to the school board at the weekly meetings
3. Write letters to Adrian Dix (The School Board takes
their policies from the ministry)
4. Call the Radio and TV Stations
5. Join local groups, inform parents, get organized
6. Contact your local sports associations NOW before
unvaccinated students and parents are banned.
7. Support unions nurses, RCMP, firefighters that are
taking a stand—Let them know you stand with them
too

You Can Do This. Act Now.
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Resources:
—
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